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Abstract : Smart touch lenses, as bendy and wearable clinical gadgets, have hooked up massive potential for 

supporting the assessment and scientific treatment of eye diseases. They have sensing factors to show eye 

characteristics, which includes intraocular stress (IOP) and ocular fluid composition. Over the final decade, clever 

touch lenses had been studied and evolved for a range of purposes, with functions together with the synthetic of 

everyday modern and prescient correction tools, drug delivery, fitness monitoring, and AR and VR capabilities like item 

identification. The worldwide realistic touch lenses marketplace measurement stood at USD 115 million in 2018 and is 

projected to achieve USD 1,603.four million with the resource of using 2026, displaying a CAGR of 38.9% at some point 

of the forecast period. 
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I.Introduction 
 

Smart touch lenses will deliver excellent vision video, virtual camera and more. These lenses are 

honestly like everyday touch lenses, withinside the experience that they may be installed and brought out 

whilst you choose, but their skills are endless.Smart touch lenses, as bendy and wearable clinical gadgets, 

have validated huge possible for supporting the diagnosis and scientific treatment of eye diseases. In addition, 

top notch advances had been made via microelectromechanical structures (MEMS). These advances had been 

executed in device miniaturization for microsensors, microcircuits, and unique gadgets withinside the 

microscale, which makes it possible to manufacture touch lenses with integrated biosensing functions. 
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II.Technology 

 
 2.1 Microfluidics: microfluidics has been drastically applied in organ-on-achip systems, manipulation of 

multiphase flows, chemical synthesis, and bioanalysis,which render microfluidics particularly appropriate for 

touch lens applications. 

 
 
2.2. Photolithography: In smart touch lenses, many microelectronic factors and microchannels are 

fabricated now no longer at once or at once with photolithography technology. Photolithography is a way that 

uses moderate to interchange shapes from a photomask to the ground of a silicon wafer.  

 

2.3. Injection molding: Smart touch lenses may be highly produced with the resource of an injection 

molding process, which outcomes in price reduction. To fabricate touch lenses the use of injection molding, a 

mold need to be designed for injection of touch lens material. After injecting, the touch lens fabric is 

crosslinked and regular with the resource of changing the outside conditions, which include temperature and 

UV light. Due to the throughput and reproducibility of this technique, it could significantly reduce the 

producing cost. 

 

 2.4. Soft Lithography: Soft lithography can generate microstructures on nonplanar surfaces,which 

allows the fabrication of 3-d microstructures in a layer-by-layer manner. In addition, a massive range of 

materials may be used to make microstructures in clean lithography.  

 

2.5. Laser Ablation: Laser ablation is a way many times utilized in making microfluidic devices. This 

technique applies a high-depth laser beam to certain positions on materials such that the beam electricity can 

cast off the fabric on the touch factor. 

 

III Applications 
 

 3.1. Measurement for glucose attention: Glucose interest is an crucial parameter withinside the 

evaluation of diabetes mellitus. However, a not unusualplace manner for a singletime-factor blood glucose 

length is thru using a painful finger puncturing to sample the blood. When glucose passes via the graphene 

channel of the sensor, it detects the eye of glucose in tears. Then, it outputs the detected statistics to the 

display device (which include an LED display) via rectification and amplification.After detecting glucose 

attention in tears and while it was once above the threshold, the pixel is grew to become off. 
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 3.2. Measurement of IOP: This machine enabled long-time period minimally invasive IOP tracking 

with diagnostic and healing relevance for glaucoma treatment. There are 4 essential styles of touch lens 

sensors for IOP tracking: capacitance sensor, piezoresistive sensor, strain gauge sensor, and microinductor 

sensor. 

 

 3.3. Measurement of Lactic Acid Concentration: Lactate is an crucial biomarker for clinical 

analysis and health tracking. It may be used to perceive hypoxia or prolonged salt concentrations because of 

physiological or pathological conditions. Real-time tracking of lactate recognition in vivo using touch lens 

sensors has end up a promising field. 

 
 

IV.Smart contact lenses in market 

 
4.1. Market and regulatory manner in clever contact lenses: 

The clever contact lens includes a wi-fi chip and miniaturized sensor for monitoring of physiological 

parameters such as glucose degrees in tears of a diabetic affected person or intraocular stress in glaucoma 

patients. 

These sensors are embedded interior the two layers of smooth lenses and a tiny gap in the outer layer 

permits the tear to float into the sensor which measures the indispensable parameters and facts is transmitted 
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to the wi-fi system for storage, with the aid of hair-this antenna. U.S. FDA has these days accepted a clever 

contact lens to continually display intraocular strain in sufferers of glaucoma, which is the fundamental reason 

of irreversible blindness. 

Intraocular Pressure Monitoring software kind phase would represent the world market for clever 

contact lens in 2016. In March 2016, United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) authorised the 

Triggerfish Sensor which helps ophthalmologists to pick out the quality time to measure the intraocular 

pressure, which can subsequently harm the imaginative and prescient of a patient. 

Triggerfish is the solely FDA accredited clever contact lens so a ways whilst Google’s clever lens 

science for non-stop glucose monitoring and correction of presbyopia is beneath scientific investigation and 

would launch in the world market. The technological know-how is predicted to radically change the way of 

administration of continual ailments such as diabetes and glaucoma. 

V.Conclusion 

Continuous and real-time monitoring of glucose ranges permits for tight manage of diabetes early 

ranges and progression. Non-invasive glucose detection is a promising approach for enhancing the lifestyles 

pleasant and expectancy for diabetics. Optical glucose sensors are below progress, along with mild diffractive 

and fluorescent sensors. On the different hand, electrochemical sensors are few steps ahead. 

Minimizing the electronics and using obvious conductive polymers in addition to the 3D printing 

technological know-how might also revolutionize electrochemical glucose sensors. As the contact lenses 

come in direct contact with the eye cornea, widespread challenged want to be faced. 

Contact lenses at first emerged for imaginative and prescient correction but, recently, novel functions 

have been unlocked. It would possibly emerge as viable in the close to future to use contact lens sensors to 

screen a vary of ocular and systemic conditions.  
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